
Finally, 
an online 
auction 
that’s just as 
exciting as 
the real thing!



Run List
Run lists are provided 

well in advance of the 

Live Auction, allowing 

buyers to set up their 

Watchlists & Autobids. 

With set Auction times 

& Run lists, you can 

acquire more inventory 

in less time.

What separates our Live Auction 
from the competition

Verified Car
Buyers can buy with 
confidence knowing these 
units are EBlock inspected. 

Live Auction
With a sense of urgency found only in a live auction, vehicles are bought and sold in 60 

seconds. Our live auctions have set starting times and a run list that allows buyers to hone 

in on vehicles of interest and get organized in advance. This translates to more eyes on cars 

and explains why EBlock boasts an industry high conversion rate.

Run Lists

Set Auction times

Starting prices

Mandatory reserves

Verified 3rd party
condition reports

Vehicles bought and sold in 60 seconds

Decisions made in real-time on the block

Transparent bidding so that buyers can see who 
they are up against

Shortest pending period

Separate Lanes

Currently running out of the McConkey Auction Group 
(MAG Now) based in Seattle, Washington

Live: Tuesdays @ 1:00pm (PST)



Grounded (Daily Set Ending Time)

Similar to our Live Auction, our Grounded Auction vehicles

have starting prices and mandatory reserves. All units in this

lane end at the same time daily. Buyers can see when the

reserve price is met and all units have bid extensions that 

won’t disappear during the bidding action.

Hourly Auction
Faceted Search
We’ve made filtering vehicles so simple, the vehicles you’re interested in

will find you. Filtering vehicles by Reserve Met, Recommended and Outbid 

allows you to save time and stay on top of all your vehicles of interest.
We realize you might want to buy and sell vehicles daily or 

even hourly. The Hourly Auction gives you the ability to do 

both as a Grounded or Live Appraisal vehicle. Your time is 

important to us and this is why this channel has set ending 

times.

Currently running in 
Northeastern United States
Ending every week day @ 3:00pm (EST)

Live Appraisals (Hourly Set Ending Times)

We’ve proactively organized the chaos and all Live Appraisals 

end every hour on the hour. With a timer and bid extensions, 

be prepared to experience live bidding wars as these hourly 

appraisals end.

Sellers can load up Live Appraisals while customers are in 

the showroom. This brings the competitive, urgent auction 

atmosphere into your showroom when you need to appraise 

and desk a deal. Sellers can set their own starting prices

and select their ending time.



Why Choose Us
EBlock is a leader in the wholesale automotive market, providing sellers & buyers 

with a streamlined platform that combines the energy & immediacy of a physical 

auction together with the convenience and efficiency of a digital one. We’re 

dedicated to helping you acquire more inventory in less time, so let’s get started! 

Contact
EBlock

212 Battery St. Suite #3 

Burlington, VT 05401

Phone
(833) 817-7247

Email

sales@eblock.com

Post Auction Services

Floor Plan Services:

Arbitration / PSI Services

AFC

Title Processing

Floorplan XPress

NextGear

WestLake

Transportation Services

More to come...

More to come...

Auto Use

KeyBank

TD Bank

A state-of-the-art dealer to dealer online auction platform that complements the buying 

and selling experience that dealers expect when attending a physical auction.

Current McConkey Auction attendees can login to EBlock via Pipeline to join the auction.

Live Auction: Tuesdays @ 1:00pm (PST) 

MAG Now

Powered by

A strategic partnership and exclusive integration to provide brick and mortar auctions 

with technology to compete in the dealer-to-dealer auction space.

EBlock + Auction Edge

Partnership begins with the McConkey Auction Group in the Pacific Northwest with the 

launch of MAG Now in January 2020, followed by an expansion of the program to other 

Auction Edge customers nationwide.

McConkey Auction Group

Partnerships




